190723 General handling of positions with Beijer servo products
Servo motors are typically controlled with high precision to reach a certain position, speed or torque.
In order to do that a servo motor is equipped with an encoder that is used to feedback the rotor
movement to the servo drive.
A servo axis can have very different requirements: precision, movement range, possibility to
recalibrate etc. Although it is not very complex there are still some decisions that must be done in
order to avoid problems.
This document aims to give a brief description of how positions are handled in Beijer servo products
and Codesys and how to configure in order to meet the application needs. The information refers to
the SoftMotion and SoftControl template projects:
SoftMotion – Codesys_BoX2_pro_motion_v321 (or newer)
SoftControl – Codesys_X2_Control_PP_v326 (or newer)
General about parameters
Some of the parameters can be set both in Codesys and in the BSD servo drive. The general
recommendation is to use the Codesys parameters unless otherwise stated.
Always add the changed servo drive parameters to the list of startup parameters of each drive in
Codesys:

Main parameters will not take effect until stored in the EEPROM (flash) memory of the drive. To
change the Absolute Encoder Configuration parameter, use the following procedure:
1. Add it to the list of Startup Parameters
2. Download and start the application
3. Activate the input pin gvlBE.g_aServo[#].xPrmStoreAll on the function block to write to
EEPROM:

4. Reboot the BSD servo drive by cycling the power. The changed parameter is now active.
Encoder basics
All BSD motors are equipped with a Single turn absolute encoder. This means that the motor will
always report the true rotor (= shaft) angle but it will not be able to tell if the rotor has rotated more
than one turn unless a battery is used. Even if a battery is used there is a limit of the maximum
movement range. Movement outside the allowed range will result in an invalid position.
The encoder data can be read on the motor label as (example):
Encoder:

Serial 16/19bit [encoder interface, multi turn resolution, single turn resolution]

Encoder interface: All BSD motors have a serial interface following the BiSS-protocol.
Multi Turn-resolution: This is the maximum number of turns that the encoder will be able to store. 16
bits is equal to +/- 32 767 turns.
Encoder interface and Multi Turn-resolution are defined by the same parameter: Encoder Type
(0x2001) = 4 (BiSS Serial Absolute Multi-turn 16 bit)
Single turn-resolution (0x2002): This is the number of unique positions per turn. 19 bits is equal to
524 288 positions per turn.
The encoder data is automatically read by the BSD servo drive at power up. User changes will have no
effect.
Encoder construction
The encoder is basically a disc with a “lamp” on one side and light detecting sensors on the other
side. The disc is made with slits in a way that guarantees that every angle of the rotor will result in a
unique position value.

The encoder is precisely factory fitted in relation to the angle of the stator windings. Any attempt to
remove, adjust or repair it will most likely result in that the motor control will fail and the drive will
trip due to overcurrent.
General about the position commands in Codesys
The two most common positioning commands are MoveRelative (=incremental) and MoveAbsolute.
They both require a position, speed, acceleration and deceleration. In the template function block
they are handled by the pins shown below:

MoveRelative will move relative to the current position. If the current motor position is 100 and a
MoveRelative with position = 200 is activated the final position will be 100 + 200 = 300.
MoveAbsoute will move to a specific destination. Independent of the current motor position a
MoveAbsolute with position = 200 will have a final position = 200.
Single or Multi turn
One of the first decisions with a new application is whether the axis should be configured as Single or
Multi turn. The simplest setting is Single turn as no battery is required but the drawback is that the
position is lost when the power is turned off.
A Single turn setting can be a good solution if:
-

-

All movements are relative to the current position (i.e. no need to calibrate)
or
All movements are Single turn absolute, i.e. a turn table (without any gearing)
or
Movements are required to pass outside the maximum possible absolute range (not possible
to use Multi Turn anyway)
or
The axis is recalibrated at each power on

A Multi turn setting is required only if there is a need to maintain the actual position after a power
cycle, however this is often important as the calibration process may result in time loss or material
waste.
The Single or Multi turn functionality is selected with parameter 0x2005 in the servo drive:
0x2005
Variable
type

Absolute Encoder Configuration
Setting
range

Initial value

Unit
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bility

PDO
assignment

ALL
Change
attribute

Storage

UINT

0 to 1

1

-

RW

No

Power
recycling

Yes

Setting values

Details

0

Uses the absolute encoder as the absolute encoder. Uses the multi-turn data.

1

Uses the absolute encoder as the incremental encoder. Does not use the
multi-turn data. Does not display any battery-related alarm/warning.

Single Turn is sometimes referred to as Incremental and Multi turn as Absolute which may seem
confusing. It does not matter if a servo axis is configured as Single- or Multi-turn, all motion
commands in Codesys will still be available.
Multi turn cables
It is not possible to use the Multi turn functionality unless a battery is installed. Since the battery is
fitted directly to the encoder cable two extra wires are required and therefore two cable types are
available: Incremental (battery cannot be fitted) or Absolute (a fitted battery is included in the
delivery).
Since the battery connects to the cable it offers two possibilities:
-

The servo drive can be removed if needed without losing the absolute position
The absolute position will not be lost even if the motor is rotated when the servo drive is
powered off (although some speed limits may apply)

The absolute position will be lost if the servo drive is replaced.
Encoder battery warning and replacement
The backup battery must be changed at regular intervals. Typical replacement interval is every
second year, but it might be shorter if the drive is kept powered off for extensive periods.
When the battery needs to be replaced (voltage < 3.3V) the drive will issue a warning:
LOW_BATT WARNING
The warning is only displayed if the Multi turn functionality is selected (0x2005 = 0).
To replace the battery power off the drive, remove the old battery and install the new. An internal
capacitor in the servo motor will keep the encoder position while the battery is dismounted.
If the drive is powered on with a battery level < 3.3V if will display an alarm:
LOW_BATT ALARM

The only way to reset this alarm is to replace the battery or to turn off the Multi turn functionality.
Scaling of the encoder position (electronic gearbox)
The purpose of the electronic gearbox is to hide the encoder resolution and mechanical design, so
that the programmer can code all positions in the program with a suitable unit in the application.
This makes the program easy to read and if the encoder or mechanical solution is changed this can
be handled by changing one single setting; the electronic gearbox.

Example: Most BSD servo motors have a resolution of 19 bits or 524288 counts per turn. If the motor
is mounted directly to a ball screw with a mechanical movement of 10 mm per turn the electronic
gearbox can be scaled as:
(encoder counts for the movement / movement in user units):
524288 / 10
This will cause all program positions to be multiplied by the electronic gearing. Moving to 20 mm
would mean:
20 * (524288 / 10) = 1048576 which is equal to two motor turns (2 x 524288).
Note: The electronic gearing can be defined both in the BSD drive and in CODESYS. We recommend
using the CODESYS parameters and leave the BSD electronic gearing inactive.
The electronic gearbox is found in CODESYS by double clicking on the servo motor in the EtherCAT
node´s list and then the Scaling/Mapping-tab.
Set the relation between the servo motor and the mechanical solution in three steps (the values in
the description below relates to the settings on the screen shot):
1. Relation between motor counts and motor turns (counts / turn) =
524288 counts (or 16#80000 (hexadecimal)) = 1 motor turn
2. Gearing. Set the number of motor turns per gear output turns. This does not have to be a
physical gearbox, all equipment that creates a gearing must be specified here:
1 motor turn = 1 output turn (the example does not contain a gearbox)
3. Mechanical movement per gear output turns in application units:
1 output turn = 10 user units (which in our example means millimetre)

If there was a gearbox with a gearing of, say, 4:1 (four revolutions of the servo motor results in one
revolution of the gearbox output shaft) then the electronic gearbox should be defined as below:
4. Relation between motor counts and motor turns (counts / turn) =
524288 counts (or 16#80000 (hexadecimal)) = 1 motor turn

5. Gearing. Set the number of motor turns per gear output turns. Enter gearbox data here.:
4 motor turns = 1 output turn (gearing 4:1)
6. Mechanical movement per gear output turns in application units:
1 gear output turns = 10 user units (which in our example means millimetre)

Note that only integer values are allowed as scaling parameters. If the scaling results in a non-integer
value the parameters can be divided or multiplied in order to improve the accuracy. The electronic
gearbox only describes the relationship between the motor and the mechanics, the actual numbers
are not important.
Rotation direction
The rotation direction reference can be changed in both in CODESYS and in the drive. If the axis is
using physical end limits it is recommended to change the rotation direction in the drive using
parameter 0x2004:
0x2004

Rotation Direction Setting

ALL

Variable
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Accessibility

PDO
assignment
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Storage

UINT

0 to 1

0

-

RW

No

Servo off

Yes

Set the rotation direction of the motor. You can change the rotation direction with this setting
when the direction is changed between forward and reverse relative to the user at the final
apparatus section.
Setting
values

Details

0

With a forward command, the motor rotates counterclockwise.
Then, the position feedback value increases.

1

With a reverse command, the motor rotates clockwise.
Then, the position feedback value increases.

It is not possible to shift the order of the motor cables. Any attempt to do so will result in an
overcurrent alarm from the motor.
Background position variables
These variables are more or less invisible for the user but in some cases it is important to be aware of
them:
Read only:
SingleTurn (0x2607): counts from 0 to the encoder resolution (0x2002) and reflects the absolute shaft
angle.
MultiTurn (0x260A): depends on if the axis is configured as Single or Multi Turn:



Single Turn (0x2005 = 1): reflects the number of turns since last power on and is set to zero
at power on
Multi Turn (0x2005 = 0): reflects the number of turns since last calibration and is set to zero
after a successful calibration

Read and write:
Motor Revolutions (0x6091:1) and Shaft Revolutions (0x6091:2): Scaling factors in the drive. Normally
both are set to 1 and should only be changed in special conditions. If changed the Actual Position
(0x6064) is multiplied by (Shaft Revolutions/Motor revolutions).
Main position variables
These are the most significant position variables and essential to be aware of:
Read only:
Actual Position (0x6064): This is the main position variable from the drive to Codesys. It is a 32 bit
DINT and it is calculated as (simplified):
Actual Position = Single Turn (0x2607) + (Multi Turn (0x2005) x Single turn-resolution (0x2002))
The function block in Codesys converts the 32 bit actual position (in motor pulses) from the servo
drive to a 64 bit LREAL value (gvlBE.g_aServo[#].lrActPosition) in user units.
Read and write:
gvlBE.g_aServo[#].lrCmdSpeed: commanded speed in user units / second.
gvlBE.g_aServo[1].lrCmdAcc: Commanded acceleration in units/s²
gvlBE.g_aServo[1].lrCmdDec: Commanded deceleration in units/s²
Example speed setting: if the electronic gearing is set to 10 user units per rev a commanded speed of
500 will result in a speed of 500/10 = 50 revolutions per second. In rpm (revolutions per minute) it will
be 50 rev/s * 60 seconds = 3000 rpm.

Example acceleration setting: if the electronic gearing is set to 10 user units per rev a commanded
acceleration of 50 will result in a speed change of 50 user units/second per second. With a
commanded speed of 500 it will take 10 seconds to reach full speed.
HomeOffset (0x607C): Calibration offset value after a successful homing. It is set from the function
block by the variable gvlBE.g_aServo[#].lrHomePos. If no offset is wanted set it to zero.
Calibration
A calibration or homing defines a reference position for the servo. All future movements will be
made based on this position. There are many available calibration methods, refer to the servo
documentation for more information. The function block uses homing method 35 (no movement).
If it is a Multi Turn-axis the drive multi turn-parameter (0x260A) will be set to zero.
After a successful calibration in Multi turn-mode the BSD drive status bit 0x6041.14 (ABS position
valid) will be set to TRUE which in turn sets the output pin gvlBE.g_aServo[#].xAbsPosValid on the
function block.
Calibration of a Multi turn axis will cause a write to flash memory of the servo drive. Since the number
of write operations are limited it is important not to overuse this functionality.
Always make a note of how the axis was calibrated and add marks to the machine in order to allow a
recalibration if needed.
Allowed movement range
It is critical to be aware of how the position will be affected in different situations. The Actual
position (0x6064) value may reach the point where it rolls over. The position value in the function
block is a 64-bit LREAL and will handle the roll over event. For the user it will look like the position is
perfectly valid but after a power cycle it will be impossible for Codesys to tell if the actual position
from the drive has rolled over. The main point is to be aware of the problem. It is especially
important in Multi Turn-applications.
Maximum Multi turn-movement range
The actual position (0x6064) from the BSD servo drive to Codesys is a 32 bit DINT value
(+2147483647 / -2147483648). With a 19 bit Single turn-resolution this means that the number of
turns before the position rolls over is: 2147483648 / 524288 = +/-4096 turns.
IMPORTANT: If the position value goes outside the 32 bit range the absolute position will be invalid
and it will be indicated by the flag gvlBE.g_aServo[#].xAbsPosValid = FALSE after a reboot. Always
monitor this bit.
The programmer must make sure that the allowed movement range is not exceeded.
Maximum Single turn-movement range
If it is a Single Turn-axis the rollover position from the drive will be handled internally and the servo
axis can – in all practical aspects – rotate forever without reaching the 64-bit limits.
After a reboot the actual position will be set to zero
------

